The high complexity of semantics extraction with automatic video analysis has forced the researchers to the generalization of mixed approaches based on perceptual and context data. These mixed approaches do not usually take in account the advantages and benefits of the data fusion discipline. This paper presents a context reasoning environment to deal with general and specific tracking problems. The cornerstone of the environment is a symbolic architecture based on the Joint Directors of Laboratories fusion model. This architecture may build a symbolic data representation from any source, check the data consistency, create new knowledge and refine it through inference obtaining a higher understanding level of the scene and providing feedback to autocorrect the tracking errors. An ontology-based prototype has been developed to carry out experimental tests. The prototype has been proved against tracking analysis occlusion problems.
Introduction
The widespread use of video applications in new areas and to new publics has led to an increase amount of raw and unclassified resources. This trend has generated the need to automatically get semantic information by analyzing the resources and cataloging the data to achieve a scene interpretation.
Low informative quality of the data presented by video applications has resulted in an incapability to manage the extracted information on a semantic level. For years researchers have been working in two different ways to save the semantic gap; machine learning methods focused on low level visual descriptors such as texture, shape, etc. and knowledge approaches, which try to extract semantic descriptions using a higher abstraction perspective. None of these approaches can only by itself cover the entire problem.
Increasingly low level and knowledge approaches are being used in a synergistic way taking in account their abstraction level. Machine learning methods are used to imitate the way users assess visual similarity. Knowledge-based approaches are used to discover new hidden domain knowledge through inference operations. However, these mixed approaches are not normally prepared to accept different kinds of measures form different kinds of devices, to fuse all the data generated and to make inference reasoning over these. In addition, normally with these solutions is not possible to deal specific problems at different abstraction levels.
In order to solve these limitations this paper presents an integral environment which combines machine learning methods with a general purpose knowledge approach based on symbolic representation formalism. The goal of this environment is to carry out a comprehensive tracking analysis extracting all the semantics at different abstraction levels from the resources.
The general context reasoning environment is divided in three main modules a tracking system, an annotation system and a knowledge system. The tracking module collects part of the data performing a low level analysis over the raw resources. The annotation module carry out tasks such as annotating and showing the attained and inferred data, controlling the main flow of the execution and acting as interface between the user and the rest of the system. The knowledge module is built under the guidance of an architecture [3] based on a symbolic version of the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) model [4] to deal with tracking problems. The JDL-based architecture is the cornerstone of the overall architecture. Their main capabilities are symbolic representation of the real world with ontologies, information flow refined through deductive and abductive reasoning from low level data to high level domain knowledge, consistency in the data inherent to the chosen representation formalism and feedback information that makes suggestions to improve the behavior of the tracking system.
To test the potential of this environment a prototype has been developed. As a demonstration of the current performance to solve problems at several levels, the system has been tested to the automatic detection and treatment of occlusion situations between scene objects.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the overall architecture is presented. Section 3 shows the detailed implementation of knowledge model prototype. Section 4 shows an example of how a typical video tracking problem is solved applying the solution presented. Section 5 explains the conclusions obtained and the future work.
Overall Architecture
As it is illustrated in Fig. 1 , the overall architecture is composed by a tracking module, an annotation module and a knowledge module. A user supervisor is normally necessary to monitor the tracking performance. The basic inputs for this architecture are a data formalism, a variable quantity of predefined data and the video frames. The two first, are inputs of the knowledge module. The data formalism represents the skeleton of concepts, placed according to their abstraction level, where the data is stored. Optionally this formalism could be accompanied with predefined data, such as, assertions of a knowledge base. Normally these data come from previous analysis and context information. The video frames are the tracking module inputs; each frame starts the sequence analysis whose information stream covers all the environment elements.
